HELISYNERGY BRINGS A NEW DYNAMIC IN THE HELICOPTER INDUSTRY,
ALLOWING CIVIL & MILITARY HELICOPTER OPERATORS TO FOCUS ON THEIR
PRIMARY MISSION
Heli-Union group is gearing up to introduce its reconceptualised service at the HAI Heli-Expo
trade show 2019.
This new service offers an extensive and tailor-made service to fully support the daily
operations of civil and military helicopter operators. With this new solution package,
customers can benefit an enhanced performance efficiency, increase fleet availability and
most importantly, reduce administrative, operational and technical burden, based on HéliUnion worldwide recognized experience managing helicopters operations.
The name HeliSynergy is consistent with Heli-Union Group’s newly redefined service line,
focused on the synergy between Heli-Union’s most comprehensive, easily customized and
cost-efficient solutions, with the current booming demands from civil and military operators.

“HeliSynergy is fully aligned with our company strategy to assist our clients in improving their
operational efficiency.” said Jonathan COSSON, Heli-Union Deputy Managing Director.
“HeliSynergy is a new presentation concept of our service transformation, bringing together
higher comprehensive services and more than 60 years of helicopter expertise specifically
customized for each client. With HeliSynergy, we will constantly assist and support our
customers at any aspects, allowing them to focus on their primary mission.”

“This new concept will allow us to promote worldwide the service that we are providing to our
customers since decades. This global approach will bring together the knowhow of Heli-Union
group based on extensive support experience.” said Jean-Baptiste OLRY, Heli-Union Head of
Sales and Operations. “Since its creation, Héli-Union has managed more than 150 civil and
military helicopters, from airworthiness management up to line maintenance and MRO. Our
MRO Centers in Europe, Africa and Asia, allow us to perform more than 300 Overhaul and
countless number of Major inspections. We have 150 000 spares parts references available in
our different hubs ready to support our customers.”

More than 1000 pilots and engineers have
been trained at the Heli-Union Training
Center, equipped with Cabri G2, Flight
simulators and dedicated SA365N for Multi
engines and IR training. The comprehensive
set of training tools allows us to train abinitio pilots, from zero flight time to EASA
ATPL-CPL/IR for civil or military operations.

“Panel of HeliSynergy customers is immense,
from military to civilian operators. HéliUnion’s success in offshore operation is the
evidence that helicopter support is in our DNA.
After all, who knows operators’ needs better
than another operator?”, said Jonathan
COSSON.

“We benefit from our excellent relationship
with OEM and suppliers, having operating a
large range of helicopters since 1961”, adds
Sabra Hammami, Head of Supply chain.
“Today Héli-Union Group is an authorized
dealer for a large range of approved suppliers
and intend to reinforce the operators support
solution. Heli-Union already has the
worldwide exposure that gives proximity with
the end users.”

As part of its commitment, HeliSynergy incorporates in its offers a 24/7 customer support desk
to manage all enquiries, accessible anytime and anywhere. All enquiries are expected to be
responded within 48h except for AOG that require immediate answers and solutions.

Complying with International certification, such as EASA / EMAR / AIR OPS / PART M / Part
145 / Part 21 G& J, HeliSynergy’s turnkey solutions covers:
Line and Heavy Maintenance
Customised technical solutions tailored to the requirement of each client
Spare parts and logistics support
Ensuring aircraft operational reliability at any moment
Repair, Design and Modification
Extensive capabilities for your specific needs
Consulting and project management
Assistance provided by our group of experts in every step of the way
Pilot and Technician training
Delivering high quality training for pilots and technicians
Airworthiness management
Ensuring aircraft suitability for safe flight
With this new solution package, customers can benefit an enhanced performance efficiency,
increase fleet availability and most importantly, reduce administrative, operational and
technical burden.

Contact: helisynergy@heli-union.com.
What to know more about Héli-Union Group, please visit our website: www.heli-union.com

